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Abstract: Tree-level scattering amplitudes in planar N = 4 super Yang-Mills are known
to be Yangian-invariant. It has been shown that integrability allows to obtain a general,
explicit method to find such invariants. The uplifting of this result to the amplituhedron
construction has been an important open problem. In this paper, with the help of methods
proper to integrable theories, we successfully fill this gap and clarify the meaning of Yangian
invariance for the tree-level amplituhedron. In particular, we construct amplituhedron volume
forms from an underlying spin chain. As a by-product of this construction, we also propose
a new on-shell diagrammatics for the amplituhedron.a
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1 Introduction
In recent years we have seen tremendous progress in developing novel, powerful formulations
for scattering amplitudes. Most of the successes have been achieved in the domain of N = 4
super Yang-Mills theory (SYM) – the maximally supersymmetric gauge theory in four di-
mensions. This model has remarkable properties, among which a predominant role is played
by the high amount of symmetry, especially in the planar limit. Indeed, the standard and
dual superconformal symmetries of tree-level amplitudes close into a Yangian symmetry [1].
This is governed by an infinite-dimensional Yangian algebra appearing also in integrable spin
chains: an indication of the underlying quantum integrable structure of planar N = 4 SYM.
In particular, it was shown [2, 3] that the Grassmannian formula for n-particle NkMHV tree-
level amplitudes [4, 5], which in terms of momentum supertwistors [6] ZAi = (λαi , µ˜α˙i , χAi )
reads
An,k = 1
GL(k)
∫
γ
dk·n cαi
(12 . . . k)(23 . . . k + 1) . . . (n1 . . . k − 1)
k∏
α=1
δ4|4
(∑
i
cαiZi
)
, (1.1)
is invariant under the generators of the Yangian Y
(
psl(4|4))
(J (0))AB =
n∑
i=1
ZAi
∂
∂ZBi
,
(J (1))AB =
∑
i<j
(
ZAi
∂
∂ZCi
ZCj
∂
∂ZBj
− (i↔ j)
)
. (1.2)
The Grassmannian formulation initiated a new way of thinking about amplitudes which led,
more recently, to the amplituhedron proposal [7]. In this framework, every amplitude of planar
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N = 4 SYM is conjectured to be the volume of a novel object, the (dual) amplituhedron. The
question then arises as to which symmetries the amplituhedron possesses and, in particular,
whether it inherits the Yangian symmetry of tree-level amplitudes. In analogy with the
representation (1.1) of scattering amplitudes, the present authors proposed in a previous
paper [8] the following expression for the so-called volume functions:
Ω
(m)
n,k (Y, Z) =
∫
γ
dk·n cαi
(12 . . . k)(23 . . . k + 1) . . . (n1 . . . k − 1)
k∏
α=1
δm+k(Yα −
∑
i
cαiZi) , (1.3)
where the Zi are a bosonized version of the momentum supertwistors Zi and Yα are k aux-
iliary vectors, as we will explain in the main text. As already proposed in the literature, we
consider here a more general version of the problem by introducing an additional parameter
m, related to the number of spacetime dimensions which, for scattering amplitudes in N = 4
SYM, should be set to m = 4. In [8] we showed that Ω
(m)
n,k (Y, Z) satisfies a set of differen-
tial equations, corresponding to GL(m+ k)-covariance and scaling properties, together with
the so-called Capelli differential equations. Altogether they completely determine the vol-
ume for next-to-maximally helicity violating (NMHV) amplitudes. For higher-helicity cases,
however, the volume is only partially constrained and therefore it is natural to ask whether
Yangian invariance, if present, can fix it completely. The volume function Ω
(m)
n,k (Y,Z), despite
being very reminiscent of (1.1), is however not Yangian invariant, at least under the sim-
ple “bosonization” of the generators (1.2) which would lead to the Yangian Y
(
gl(m + k)
)
.1
Indeed, the inclusion of the auxiliary vectors Yα and the purely bosonic description of the
amplituhedron spoil the properties which were essential in showing the Yangian invariance of
(1.1). In particular, already when acting with level-zero generators one obtains non-vanishing
expressions, which would however trivially integrate to zero when extracting the amplitude
from the volume form. This directly follows from the fact that monomials of sufficiently high
order in a finite number of Grassmann-odd variables evaluate to zero. In this paper we show
that, although the generators of Y
(
gl(m + k)
)
do not annihilate the volume function, the
expressions we get belong to the kernel of a simple differential operator. As a result, we will
prove that there exists a matrix of functions closely related to the amplituhedron volume func-
tion which is invariant under the Yangian of gl(m+ k). To this purpose, we follow the steps
of [9], where Yangian invariants relevant for tree-level amplitudes in N = 4 SYM have been
obtained using the Quantum Inverse Scattering Method. Indeed, the infinite-dimensional
symmetry algebra governing planar N = 4 SYM allows us to employ methods and techniques
proper to (or inspired by) integrable theories. The first step in this direction was taken in
[10, 11]: there, a deformation of scattering amplitudes in terms of a spectral parameter was
proposed by considering Yangian generators relevant to inhomogeneous spin chains. This has
led, in particular, to a systematic approach for the construction of Yangian invariants relevant
for scattering amplitudes from an underlying spin chain description [9, 12–14]. This story
generalizes to the amplituhedron, as we show in this paper.
1Actually, the Capelli differential equations imply Yangian symmetry Y
(
gl(m+ 1)
)
for NMHV amplitudes.
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review some notions related to the
tree-level amplituhedron. In section 3 we adapt the on-shell diagrammatics for amplitudes
and introduce its avatar, relevant for volume functions. In section 4 we show how it follows
directly from a spin chain construction. Finally, in section 5, we discuss the Yangian invariance
of Ω
(m)
n,k (Y,Z) and relate it to diffeomorphisms of the positive Grassmannian. We end with
conclusions and outlook. More technical results are postponed to the appendices.
2 The Tree-Level Amplituhedron and its Volume
To define the tree-level amplituhedron one introduces a bosonized version of the momentum
supertwistors ZAi [15]: one defines new variables ZAi , whose components include the bosonic
part of the supertwistors zi = (λ
α
i , µ˜
α˙
i ), supplemented by a bosonized version of the fermionic
components ξai = φ
a
Aχ
A
i , a = 1, . . . , k. Here the φ
a
A are auxiliary Grassmann-odd parameters
and k labels the helicity sector of the superamplitude. The variables ZAi will be called
bosonized momentum twistors. In the physical setting we have A = 1, . . . , 4 + k, however we
will allow this index to range over 1, . . . ,m + k, for any even value of m. In particular, the
case m = 2 is often a good testing ground for our ideas.
Let us demand that the bosonized twistors be positive, Z = (ZAi ) ∈M+(m+k, n), where
M+(m + k, n) is the set of (m + k) × n positive real matrices, i.e. matrices whose ordered
maximal minors are positive:
〈Zi1 . . . Zim+k〉 > 0 , for 1 ≤ i1 < . . . < im+k ≤ n . (2.1)
The tree-level amplituhedron is defined as the space [7]
Atreen,k;m[Z] :=
{
Y = (Y Aα ) ∈ G(k,m+ k) : Y Aα =
∑
i
cαiZ
A
i , C = (cαi) ∈ G+(k, n)
}
,
(2.2)
where G+(k, n) is the positive Grassmannian, i.e. the restriction of G(k, n) to the matrices
with positive ordered k×k minors. One can canonically define a (k·m)-dimensional differential
form Ω
(m)
n,k (Y,Z) on A
tree
n,k;m[Z] demanding that it has logarithmic singularities on all boundaries
of the space [7]: in terms of local coordinates, this means that it must behave as dα/α when
approaching any boundary. Such an object is called volume form and in general it can be
written as
Ω
(m)
n,k (Y, Z) =
k∏
α=1
〈Y1 . . . YkdmYα〉Ω(m)n,k (Y,Z) , (2.3)
where we introduced the volume function Ω
(m)
n,k (Y, Z), the main object of interest in the
following. As already pointed out in the Introduction, volume functions admit the following
integral representation [8]:
Ω
(m)
n,k (Y, Z) =
∫
γ
dk·n cαi
(12 . . . k)(23 . . . k + 1) . . . (n1 . . . k − 1)
k∏
α=1
δm+k(Y Aα −
∑
i
cαiZ
A
i ) , (2.4)
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where the integral is evaluated along a closed contour γ. Similarly to what was presented in
[7], one can extract the Grassmannian integral (1.1) from Ω
(4)
n,k(Y,Z) by localizing Y on some
reference point, e.g. Y ∗ = (0m×k
∣∣Ik)T , and integrating over the auxiliary fermionic parameters
φaA, namely
An,k =
∫
d4kφaA Ω
(4)
n,k(Y
∗, Z) . (2.5)
Then, the n-particle NkMHV amplitude is determined by a proper choice of contour γ, which
can be fixed e.g. by the BCFW recursion and allows to compute the scattering amplitude as a
particular combination of residues of (1.1). Each such residue can be associated to a particular
cell of the positive Grassmannian G+(k, n), with the original integral (1.1) corresponding to
the so-called top cell of G+(k, n), see [16].
Let us stress once more that the main obstacle to the direct, naive translation of super-
symmetric Yangian generators into the amplituhedron language is the fermionic integration in
(2.5). The significance of the construction presented in this paper is related to the fact that,
due to the Grassmann-odd variables hidden in the ξai , non-vanishing expressions arise which
integrate to zero at the amplitude level. It is therefore a non-trivial task to find generators
annihilating the volume function itself, before the integration is carried out.
3 Construction of Amplituhedron Volume Functions
Before discussing the Yangian invariance of amplituhedron volume functions Ω
(m)
n,k (Y, Z), we
show in this section how to construct (2.4) by introducing an on-shell diagrammatics similar
to, but different from, the one established for scattering amplitudes. In the following section
we argue that this diagrammatics follows directly from an underlying spin chain description
for the tree-level amplituhedron. Both derivations will parallel a similar construction for (1.1)
explained in detail in [9]. The main ingredient there is the operator [17]
Bij(u) =
(
ZAj ∂ZAi
)u
= N
∫
dα
α1+u
e
αZAj ∂ZA
i , (3.1)
where the normalization N and the integration contour will not be relevant to our discussion.
In the following we will also be using the bosonized version of (3.1): it will be clear from the
context which definition we will be working with. Notice that the rightmost expression in
(3.1) is well defined even when u = 0.
3.1 From Scattering Amplitudes to the Amplituhedron
Let us start by reviewing the main steps in the construction of (1.1). One can associate this
Grassmannian integral with the top cell of the positive Grassmannian G+(k, n). As explained
in [18], to each cell of its positroid stratification one can in turn associate a permutation of
the symmetric group Sn. For the top cell of G+(k, n) this takes the particularly simple form
σn,k(i) = i+ k (modn) . (3.2)
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Next, we need to decompose σn,k into adjacent transpositions. Let us emphasize that such a
decomposition is not unique but the function which we will associate to the given permutation
will be independent of it. Moreover, we assume to be working with decompositions with the
least number of factors, called minimal decompositions. One example we will use throughout
this paper is
σn,k = (k, k + 1) . . . (n− 1, n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k factors
. . . (23) . . . (n− k + 1, n− k + 2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k factors
(12) . . . (n− k, n− k + 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k factors
,
(3.3)
where (i, j) denotes the permutation swapping i and j. We remark that the composition of
transpositions in (3.3) has to be understood as acting on the identity by swapping preimages
(images) when reading from the left (right). It is easy to find an explicit form for the l-th
factor (il, jl) of the above decomposition (counting from the right): if we write l = p(n−k)+q,
where q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− k}, from the explicit form of σn,k we get
il = n− k + p− q + 1 , jl = il + 1 . (3.4)
Provided the decomposition (3.3), one can show that (1.1) can be constructed as
An,k(Z) =
k(n−k)∏
l=1
Biljl(0)
k∏
i=1
δ4|4(ZAi ) , (3.5)
where the operators Biljl appear in the opposite order compared to the order of factors
of σn,k. This construction is based on the possibility of building up any cell of the positive
Grassmannian G+(k, n) – and the associated canonical forms – starting from zero-dimensional
cells, which correspond to vacua of the spin chain.
A crucial difference between the integral for volume functions (2.4) and its analogue for
scattering amplitudes (1.1) is the presence of the auxiliary variables Y Aα . It turns out that
this difference can be traced back to the choice of “vacuum” on which the operators Bij act.
For scattering amplitudes it is a product of δ-functions which, in the amplituhedron context,
has to be replaced by the seed S(m)k
k∏
i=1
δm|m(ZAi ) −→ S(m)k , (3.6)
defined as
S(m)k :=
∫
dk·kβ
(detβ)k
k∏
α=1
δm+k
(
Y Aα −
k∑
i=1
βαiZ
A
i
)
. (3.7)
Notice that S(m)k involves only k bosonized momentum twistors, which we have chosen to
be Z1, . . . , Zk. The result is independent of this choice, provided that the Zi are consecu-
tive, which guarantees cyclic invariance of the volume form. In the following we show that
the cyclicity relies on a new set of transformations, which extends the usual set of cluster
– 5 –
mutations present for the on-shell diagrams relevant to scattering amplitudes. It is then
straightforward to check that the volume function can be written as
Ω
(m)
n,k (Y,Z) =
k(n−k)∏
l=1
Biljl(0)S(m)k , (3.8)
see Appendix A for details. This is the main formula of this section and we will use it in the
following to establish a connection between volume functions and spin chains.
Our discussion focused so far on the top cell of the positive Grassmannian. However,
there is a natural way to generalize it to any residue of (2.4). As we mentioned already, all
its residues are in one-to-one correspondence with the cells Cσ of the positive Grassmannian
G+(k, n), which in turn are labelled by the permutations σ ∈ Sn. In order to find a formula
similar to (3.8) for a given residue, which we denote Ω
(m)
σ (Y,Z), we first decompose the
permutation σ into generalized adjacent transpositions
σ =
|σ|∏
l=1
(il, jl) = (i|σ|, j|σ|) . . . (i2, j2)(i1, j1) , (3.9)
where |σ| is the dimension of the cell Cσ. A decomposition into generalized adjacent transpo-
sitions is characterized by the following condition: any jl is allowed to be bigger than il + 1,
provided that for every q > p one has iq, jq /∈ {ip + 1, . . . , jp − 1}. Then one can show that
Ω(m)σ (Y,Z) =
|σ|∏
l=1
Biljl(0)S(m)k . (3.10)
This gives us a very concrete prescription to calculate the volume functions associated to the
individual BCFW terms contributing to a given amplitude. The permutations labelling them
– which can be computed by means of the program positroids [19] – are naturally given in
ordinary twistor language: after translating them into momentum twistor formulation [16],
their decomposition into adjacent transpositions provides us with the labels (il, jl) needed in
(3.10). Finally, the sum of the resulting Ω
(m)
σ (Y, Z) is the sought-after volume function.
3.2 On-shell Diagrammatics
The above discussion suggests an on-shell diagrammatics for volume functions bearing several
similarities to that relevant to scattering amplitudes. There, one could construct all Yangian
invariants using just two vertices corresponding to the MHV and the MHV three-point am-
plitudes [16]; in the case of the amplituhedron, those vertices are modified and their explicit
form can be found in Fig. 1. Notice that, opposed to the amplitude case, the parameter k
associated to the full diagram appears explicitly at each vertex via the δ-functions. Moreover,
the arrows on the edges of the diagrams indicate the gauge-fixing we use: we can evaluate
only those diagrams which can be given a perfect orientation, i.e. such that all of their
trivalent vertices can be dressed with arrows as depicted below. We also need to introduce
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the new seed vertex S(m)k corresponding to the vacuum, depicted in Figure 2. These three
ingredients are enough to graphically represent the residue (3.10) associated to any cell of the
positive Grassmannian. Let us mention that, interestingly, a similar new type of seed vertex
(for k = 2) was introduced in the context of on-shell diagrams for form factors [20]. The
permutation labelling a given invariant or, equivalently, a cell of the positive Grassmannian,
can be read from the corresponding diagram by following its edges from one external leg to
another (its image), taking right (left) turns at every white (black) vertex, as shown in Figure
1. Moreover, one has to turn back when encountering the seed vertex S(m)k .
1
3
2
−→
∫
dc2dc3
c2c3
δ(m+k)
(
ZA1 + c2Z
A
2 + c3Z
A
3
)
1
3
2
−→
∫
dc1dc2
c1c2
δ(m+k)
(
ZA1 + c1Z
A
3
)
δ(m+k)
(
ZA2 + c2Z
A
3
)
Figure 1: Trivalent vertices.
Y
1
2
k
−→
∫
dk·kβ
(detβ)k
δk(m+k)
(
Y Aα −
k∑
i=1
βαiZ
A
i
)
Figure 2: Seed vertex, corresponding to the function S(m)k .
Just as for scattering amplitudes, different on-shell diagrams might evaluate to the same
volume function. In the former case, such equivalent graphs can be mapped to each other
using transformations preserving the corresponding functions, the so-called square and flip
moves. Obviously, the presence of a third kind of vertex begs the question of whether some
additional cluster structure exists, which further constrains the number of actually distinct
diagrams. This is indeed the case and Figure 3 displays the transformations – which we call
seed cluster mutations – under which NMHV, N2MHV and N3MHV volume functions are
invariant. It is immediate to extrapolate the pattern for arbitrary k and a general proof of
their validity is provided in Appendix D. Cluster mutations allow in particular to prove cyclic
invariance of the volume functions: an appropriate sequence of flip and square moves and
– 7 –
YA B
=
Y
B A
(a) k = 1 seed cluster mutation
Y
A
B
C =
Y
C
A
B
(b) k = 2 seed cluster mutation
Y
A
B
D =
C
Y
D
A
C
B
(c) k = 3 seed cluster mutation
Figure 3: Cluster mutations of the seed vertex for k = 1, 2, 3
seed cluster mutations maps a given on-shell diagram to a version of itself where the external
legs have been cyclically relabelled.
As a further remark, it was shown in [9] that it is also possible to construct deformed
Grassmannian integrals following a similar procedure to that of (3.10). So far we have used
solely the operators Bij(0): in order to obtain deformed Grassmannian integrals, we need to
allow a non-trivial dependence on u-parameters. Then, demanding that the obtained integrals
are Yangian-invariant, it was found in [9] that they are again in one-to-one correspondence
with permutations and they smoothly reduce to undeformed integrals when the deformations
are removed. In the next section we will pursue an analogous approach, yielding an explicit
construction of deformed volume functions.
We conclude this section with a simple example illustrating all concepts we have intro-
duced so far. More examples (in the context of scattering amplitudes) can be found in [9].
Let us consider the case of Ω
(m)
4,2 (Y, Z). The top-cell permutation is
σ4,2 =
(
1 2 3 4
3 4 1 2
)
= (23)(34)(12)(23) . (3.11)
Then, according to (3.8), we have
Ω
(m)
4,2 (Y,Z) = B23(0)B12(0)B34(0)B23(0)S(m)2 . (3.12)
This procedure can be depicted as in Figure 4 where Bij is represented as the so-called
BCFW bridge composed of one black and one white trivalent vertex. On the right we depict
– 8 –
the corresponding on-shell diagram for Ω
(m)
4,2 (Y,Z) which can be obtained by removing all
bivalent vertices.
Y
1 2 3 4
(a) Bridge construction
Y
1
2
3
4
(b) On-shell diagram
Figure 4: Diagrammatic representation for the n = 4, k = 2 volume function.
Computing the volume form via (3.12), we obtain
Ω
(m)
4,2 =
∫
d4β
(detβ)2
dα1dα2dα3dα4
α1α2α3α4
δ2·(2+m)(Y − β · C˜ · Z) , C˜ =
(
1 α3 α3α4 0
0 1 α1 + α4 α1α2
)
,
(3.13)
Although for m = 4 this function is overly constrained and therefore vanishes for generic
external data, for m = 2 one gets the well-known result
Ω
(2)
4,2 =
〈1234〉2
〈Y 12〉〈Y 23〉〈Y 34〉〈Y 41〉 . (3.14)
In order to clarify the fact that the volume function does not depend on the representation
of the associated permutation in terms of transpositions, let us focus on the alternative
decomposition σ4,2 = (24)(12)(23)(12). The corresponding bridge construction and on-shell
diagram are depicted in Fig. 5. It is straightforward to explicitly calculate the function
associated to this on-shell diagram and find again (3.14). This equivalence can also be shown
using a simple sequence of square and flip moves. Moreover, a seed cluster mutation as
in Fig. 3b yields the diagram in Fig. 4b with cyclically relabelled external legs, proving
diagrammatically the cyclic invariance of (3.14).
4 Spin Chain Construction of the Amplituhedron Volume
As we already mentioned in the introduction, the action of the generators of Y
(
gl(m + k)
)
on the volume function is not zero. In this section we will show that there exists an operator,
namely
(JY )
A
B =
k∑
α=1
∂
∂Y Bα
Y Aα =
k∑
α=1
Y Aα
∂
∂Y Bα
+ k δAB , (4.1)
– 9 –
Y1 2 3 4
(a) Bridge construction
4
Y
1
2
3
(b) On-shell diagram
Figure 5: Another decomposition for the n = 4, k = 2 volume function.
for which
(JY )
A
C (J
(`))CB Ω
(m)
n,k = 0 , ` ∈ N , (4.2)
for all level-` generators of Y
(
gl(m + k)
)
. In particular, by using the Quantum Inverse
Scattering Method, we will relate the volume functions to the eigenvectors of the monodromy
matrix of a particular spin chain, as in [9]. Let us start by defining the latter. The quantum
space of our spin chain is taken to be
V = V 1 ⊗ . . .⊗ V k ⊗ Vk+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Vn , (4.3)
where V i and Vi are representation spaces of particular gl(m + k) representations. These
representations are non-compact and elements of their representation spaces are functions, or
more generally distributions, of bosonized momentum twistors. In the following we demand
that the elements of the quantum space are invariant under rescaling of the variables Zi. For
i = 1, . . . , k, we identify pairs
(
− ∂
∂ZBi
, ZAi
)
as creation and annihilation operators acting on
V i and define the Fock vacua as
ZAi |0〉i = 0 , A = 1, . . .m+ k ⇒ |0〉i = δ(ZAi ) . (4.4)
These oscillator representations correspond to dual realizations in [9]. For i = k + 1, . . . , n,
we identify pairs
(
ZAi ,
∂
∂ZBi
)
as creation and annihilation operators acting on Vi and define
the Fock vacua as
∂
∂ZAi
|0〉i = 0 , A = 1, . . .m+ k ⇒ |0〉i = 1 . (4.5)
These oscillator representations correspond to symmetric realizations in [9]. We also equip
each Vi and V i with a complex parameter vi, called inhomogeneity, which will enter our
construction as a parameter of Lax operators. The generators of the gl(m + k) algebra are
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realized on these spaces as
(J i)
A
B =
∂
∂ZBi
ZAi = Z
A
i
∂
∂ZBi
+ δAB i = 1, . . . k , (4.6)
for all V i and
(Ji)
A
B = Z
A
i
∂
∂ZBi
i = k + 1, . . . , n , (4.7)
for all Vi.
In addition to the quantum space V of (4.3), we introduce an auxiliary space Vaux which
is a fundamental representation space of gl(m+ k). For every i = 1, . . . , k we define the dual
Lax operators Li : Vaux ⊗ V i → Vaux ⊗ V i, with matrix elements
Li(u− vi)AB = δAB + (u− vi − 1)−1
∂
∂ZBi
ZAi , (4.8)
and for every i = k + 1, . . . , n the symmetric Lax operators Li : Vaux ⊗ Vi → Vaux ⊗ Vi, with
matrix elements
Li(u− vi)AB = δAB + (u− vi)−1ZAi
∂
∂ZBi
. (4.9)
It will be useful in the following to introduce the operator
Li(u)AB = (u− vi) δAB + ZAi
∂
∂ZBi
, (4.10)
which is related to our Lax operators by
Li(u) = (u− vi − 1)−1Li(u), Li(u) = (u− vi)−1Li(u) . (4.11)
The monodromy matrix is defined as
M(u; v1, . . . , vn)
A
B = L1(u− v1)AC1 . . . Lk(u− vk)
Ck−1
Ck
Lk+1(u− vk+1)CkCk+1 . . . Ln(u− vn)
Cn−1
B .
(4.12)
In the following we will prove that (deformed) volume functions – when acted upon with JY
– are (left) eigenvectors of the monodromy matrix (4.12). In order to do so, we use the
expression for the volume function written in terms of Bij(u) operators and act on it with
M(u; v1, . . . , vn). Crucially, we will use the intertwining relation
Li(u− vi)Lj(u− vj)Bij(vj − vi) = Bij(vj − vi)Li(u− vj)Lj(u− vi) , (4.13)
which has been proven in [9] and for which we provide details in Appendix B. Its meaning
is depicted in Figure 6, where the dashed line corresponds to the auxiliary space and Bij is
again represented by a composition of one black and one white trivalent vertex.
We proceed in full generality, keeping the deformation parameters u in (3.1) non-zero. We
use the permutation we introduced in (3.2) with decomposition (3.3) and define a sequence
of permutations
τl = τl−1 ◦ (il, jl) = (i1j1) . . . (il, jl) , (4.14)
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=vi vj
vj vi
u
u
Figure 6: Fundamental relation for the construction of monodromy eigenvectors.
with the property
τk(n−k) = σ−1n,k . (4.15)
Then we can define a deformed volume function as
Ω
(m)
n,k (Y, Z; v1, . . . , vn) = Bi1j1(u¯1)Bi2j2(u¯2) . . .Bik(n−k)jk(n−k)(u¯k(n−k))S(m)k , (4.16)
with
u¯l = vτl(il) − vτl(jl) . (4.17)
In order for (4.16) to be an element of our quantum space V , Ω
(m)
n,k must be invariant under
rescalings of the Zi, which requires the following restriction on the inhomogeneities vi:
vσn,k(i) = vi , (4.18)
i.e. a particular case of the condition derived in [9], see also [14]. Then we can prove the
following relation
M(u; v1, . . . , vn)
C
B (JY )
A
C Ω
(m)
n,k = (JY )
A
B Ω
(m)
n,k , (4.19)
namely, JY Ω
(m)
n,k is an eigenvector of the monodromy matrix (4.12) with unit eigenvalue. In
particular, if we take the undeformed case, that is vi = 0 for all i, then (4.18) is trivially
satisfied and (4.19) holds true. This will lead us in the following section to the meaning of
Yangian invariance for the amplituhedron volume functions.
4.1 Proof of the Monodromy Relation
In the following we provide the main steps to prove (4.19), which is the most important
formula of the paper. In order to ease the notation, we introduce an auxiliary object:
M(u; v1, . . . , vn) := L1(u− v1) . . .Ln(u− vn) . (4.20)
Then the monodromy matrix can be rewritten as
M(u; v1, . . . , vn) =
k∏
i=1
1
u− vi − 1
n∏
i=k+1
1
u− viM(u; v1, . . . , vn) . (4.21)
We will need a technical result, whose proof we postpone to Appendix C:
Li(u, vi)CB (JY )AC S(m)k =
{
(u− vi − 1) (JY )AB S(m)k , i = 1, . . . , k
(u− vi) (JY )AB S(m)k , i = k + 1, . . . , n .
(4.22)
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Using this fact, we can show how the monodromy matrix acts on the seed function S(m)k :
M(u; v1, . . . , vn)CB (JY )AC S(m)k = (L1)CD1 . . . (Ln)
Dn−1
B (JY )
A
C S(m)k
=
k∏
i=1
(u− vi − 1)
n∏
i=k+1
(u− vi) (JY )AB S(m)k , (4.23)
where we have suppressed all arguments of the Lax operators and we have made repeatedly
use of (4.22). We are now ready to prove that JY Ω
(m)
n,k is indeed an eigenvector of our
monodromy matrix. Following the same steps as in [9] and using the intertwining relations
(4.13), we have
M(u; v1, . . . , vn)
C
B (JY )
A
C Ω
(m)
n,k = (4.24)
=
k∏
i=1
1
u− vi − 1
n∏
i=k+1
1
u− viM(u; v1, . . . , vn)
C
B
k(n−k)∏
l=1
Bil,jl(u¯l) (JY )AC S(m)k
=
k∏
i=1
1
u− vi − 1
n∏
i=k+1
1
u− vi
k(n−k)∏
l=1
Bil,jl(u¯l)M(u; vσ−1n,k(1), . . . , vσ−1n,k(n))
C
B (JY )
A
C S(m)k ,
(4.25)
Observe that JY commutes with all the Biljl(u¯l), since the latter depend on Zi alone. Now,
using formula (4.23), we finally arrive at the desired result
M(u; v1, . . . , vn)
C
B (JY )
A
C Ω
(m)
n,k = (4.26)
=
k∏
i=1
u− vσ−1n,k(i) − 1
u− vi − 1
n∏
i=k+1
u− vσ−1n,k(i)
u− vi
k(n−k)∏
l=1
Bil,jl(u¯l)(JY )AB S(m)k = (JY )AB Ω(m)n,k , (4.27)
where the products over i evaluate to 1 in light of (4.18). This completes the proof of formula
(4.19).
5 Yangian Invariance for the Amplituhedron Volume
We are now ready to discuss the Yangian invariance of the amplituhedron and, specifically,
of the volume function. By defining
ΩAB(Y, Z; v1, . . . , vn) := (JY )
A
B Ω
(m)
n,k (Y,Z; v1, . . . , vn) , (5.1)
we can rewrite the result (4.19) of the previous section in the following way:
M(u; v1, . . . , vn)
C
B Ω
A
C(Y,Z; v1, . . . , vn) = Ω
A
B(Y,Z; v1, . . . , vn) . (5.2)
If we now expand the monodromy matrix around u → ∞ using the explicit form of Lax
operators (4.8) and (4.9), we find
M(u; v1, . . . , vn)
A
B = δ
A
B +
1
u
(J (0))AB +
1
u2
(J (1))AB + . . . . (5.3)
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In particular, the leading term cancels the right hand side of (5.2) while the subleading terms
lead to the following invariance properties for ΩAB:
(J (0))CB Ω
A
C = 0 , (J
(1))CB Ω
A
C = 0 . (5.4)
Setting the inhomogeneities vi to zero for compactness, we find
(J (0))AB =
n∑
i=1
ZAi
∂
∂ZBi
+ k δAB , (5.5)
(J (1))AB =
∑
i<j
ZAi
∂
∂ZCi
ZCj
∂
∂ZBj
+ k
n∑
i=1
ZAi
∂
∂ZBi
+
k(k + 1)
2
δAB . (5.6)
In order to make a comparison with formulas already present in the literature, one can use
the level-zero invariance and rewrite the level-one generators in the form
(J (1))AB =
∑
i<j
(
ZAi
∂
∂ZCi
ZCj
∂
∂ZBj
− (i↔ j)
)
. (5.7)
These generators are known to form the Yangian algebra Y
(
gl(m + k)
)
. We have therefore
shown that the functions ΩAB, related to our original volume function Ω
(m)
n,k through (5.1), are
Yangian-invariant.
As a final remark, let us mention that at the moment it is not clear what is the explicit
relation, if any, between the Yangian for the amplituhedron with m = 4, namely Y
(
gl(4+k)
)
,
and the Yangian for scattering amplitudes, namely Y
(
psl(4|4)). In particular, it is not known
how to directly translate the bosonic generators (5.5) and (5.6) by integrating out the auxiliary
fermions φ, as in (2.5), in order to get (1.2). It is not even clear whether the bosonic part
of Y
(
psl(4|4)) can be embedded in a larger Y (gl(4 + k)). The statement we proved in this
paper is that all volume functions corresponding to Yangian invariants of Y
(
psl(4|4)) are
Y
(
gl(4 + k)
)
Yangian invariant as in (5.4). However, we can easily understand that the u(1)
part of gl(4 +k) corresponds to the central charge C of psl(4|4) since both provide the scaling
properties of the final result.
5.1 Relation to Positive Diffeomorphisms
As pointed out by the authors of [16], the Yangian invariance of scattering amplitudes is
strictly related to the diffeomorphisms of the positive Grassmannian – or positive diffeomor-
phisms. It was indeed shown that their infinitesimal generators match the level-one Yangian
generators of [2]. Following their steps, we want to show that our Yangian generators are re-
lated to diffeomorphisms as well. There is, however, a crucial difference compared to the scat-
tering amplitudes case: we need to be precise when we talk about Ω
(m)
n,k (Y,Z) as a Grassman-
nian integral, since the integrand of (2.4) is not invariant under the GL(k)-transformations
performed on the matrix C = (cαi). Instead, in order to have a well-defined integral on the
– 14 –
Grassmannian, we need to work with the volume form (2.3). Then, when we consider dif-
feomorphisms of the Grassmannian space G+(k, n), we need to always supplement them by
a GL(k)-transformation acting on the Y -space. A generic infinitesimal diffeomorphism for ci
and a GL(k)-transformation for Y take the form
ci → ci + δci , (5.8)
Y Aα → Y Aα + y βα Y Aβ + . . . , (5.9)
where y βα parametrizes an infinitesimal gl(k) transformation. We focus here on positive dif-
feomorphisms which implies that δci should preserve the positive stratification of the Grass-
mannian. In that case we can use a slightly modified version of the argument in [16]: in
order to preserve the GL(k)-invariance of (2.3) the leading diffeomorphisms have to be of the
following form
δcαi = y
β
α cβi , (5.10)
with the same matrix y. We also find the second order diffeomorphisms which combine into
δci = y · ci +
∑
j<i
(cj + y · cj)(ωj · ci) , (5.11)
with constraint ∑
i
(
cαi + y
β
α cβi
)
ω γi = 0 , ∀α, γ . (5.12)
Using these diffeomorphisms and expanding (2.3), we find that the term proportional to y
and not quadratic in the ci cancels and we are left with∑
j<i
(
cαj + y
β
α cβj
)(
ω γj cγi
) ∂
∂cαi
. (5.13)
This agrees with the diffeomorphisms found in [16] if y βα = 0. It was shown there that (5.13)
with y βα = 0 can be related to level-one Yangian generators of the form
∑
i<j
(
ZAi
∂
∂ZCi
ZCj
∂
∂ZBj
)
. (5.14)
On the other hand, the y-dependent part of (5.13) can be shown to be related to the following
third-order differential operator
∑
i<j
∑
α
(
ZDi
∂
∂ZCi
ZCj
∂
∂ZBj
Y Aα
∂
∂Y Dα
)
. (5.15)
We have previously established that a particular combination of these two operators annihi-
lates the volume function, see (5.4) together with (5.1) and (4.2). However, we could not fix
such combination directly from the positive diffeomorphisms analysis.
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6 Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper we have explored the Yangian symmetry of the amplituhedron at tree-level.
We have shown that it admits a natural description in terms of integrable spin chains. In
particular, we proved that the volume function can be constructed as in (3.8) and that a
suitable modification of it (5.1) is invariant under the Yangian of the gl(m+ k) algebra. This
descends from the monodromy condition (4.19). Furthermore, we have introduced a new on-
shell diagrammatics, based on three types of vertices: two of them are a slight modification
of the standard trivalent ones, whereas the new seed vertex (3.7) accounts for the auxiliary
k-plane Y . We showed how to classify such diagrams by extending the cluster structure of
on-shell diagrams for amplitudes to include also the seed vertex.
Based on our results, one could try to answer several questions. The most pressing one
concerns our previous work [8], where the Capelli differential equations – supplemented by
covariance and scaling conditions – were in general only partially constraining the ansatz we
proposed for the volume functions, written as an integral over a dual space. As suggested
there, the additional conditions coming from Yangian invariance should completely fix, or at
least further constrain such ansatz. We leave it for future work. Moreover, the integrability
approach might help us to get a handle on loop-level volume forms as well. It has been
observed in [21] that all integrands of scattering amplitudes are Yangian-invariant, neverthe-
less the analogous statement for the loop-level volume functions was beyond reach until now.
In [22] it was shown that there exists a generalization of the Grassmannian measure and of
the cell structure for one-loop volume functions. It would be interesting to explore possible
implications of our present results in these respects.
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A Construction of Volume Functions
We will prove the identity (3.8)
Ω
(m)
n,k (Y,Z) =
k(n−k)∏
l=1
Biljl(0)S(m)k . (A.1)
First of all, we know [9] that in the case of amplitudes
k(n−k)∏
l=1
Biljl(0)
k∏
i=1
δ4|4(ZAi ) =
∫
dk·(n−k)c˜∏n
a=1 M˜a
δ4|4(C˜ · Z) , (A.2)
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i.e. after changing variables, we can recover a gauge-fixed version of the Grassmannian formula
(1.1), with C˜ =
(
Ik×k
∣∣Fk×(n−k)) being a matrix with the first k columns fixed to the identity
and M˜a its consecutive maximal minors. We can now use this result and act with the Biljl(0)
operators on the seed S(m)k instead of the δ-functions:
k(n−k)∏
l=1
Biljl(0)S(m)k =
∫
dk·kβ
(detβ)k
k(n−k)∏
l=1
Biljl(0) δk(m+k)(Y − β · Z) =
=
∫
dk·kβ
(detβ)k
∫
dk·(n−k)c˜∏n
a=1 M˜a
δk(m+k)(Y − β · C˜ · Z) .
(A.3)
The amplituhedron volume function can be reconstructed by the following change of variables:
β′ = β and F ′ = β ·F , such that the new variables are rearranged in the matrix C = (β′∣∣F ′) =
β · C˜. The related Jacobian is (detβ)−(n−k), whereas each of the n minors M˜a of C˜ equals
the corresponding Ma of C, up to a factor (detβ)−1. In the end,
k(n−k)∏
l=1
Biljl(0)S(m)k =
∫
dk·nc∏n
a=1Ma
δk(m+k)(Y − C · Z) = Ω(m)n,k . (A.4)
B Intertwining Relations
In this appendix we will prove formula (4.13), assuming i 6= j
Li(u− vi)Lj(u− vj)Bij(vj − vi) = Bij(vj − vi)Li(u− vj)Lj(u− vi) . (B.1)
We observe that on both sides we get the same contribution proportional to δAB, namely
(u− vi)(u− vj)Bij(vj − vi) . (B.2)
Focusing on the other terms, we have (denoting νi := u− vi and ν := νi − νj = vj − vi)(
νi Z
A
j
∂
∂ZBj
+ νj Z
A
i
∂
∂ZBi
+ ZAi
∂
∂ZCi
ZCj
∂
∂ZBj
)(
ZDj
∂
∂ZDi
)ν
=
=
(
ZDj
∂
∂ZDi
)ν (
νj Z
A
j
∂
∂ZBj
+ νi Z
A
i
∂
∂ZBi
+ ZAi
∂
∂ZCi
ZCj
∂
∂ZBj
)
. (B.3)
First, we observe that [
ZAl
∂
∂ZBl
, ZDj
∂
∂ZDi
]
= (δjl − δil)ZAj
∂
∂ZBi
. (B.4)
The RHS trivially commutes with ZDj
∂
∂ZDi
, thus we can use the formula[
[A,B], B
]
= 0⇒ [A,Bν ] = ν[A,B]Bν−1 . (B.5)
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to perform the commutation in the first two summands of the LHS of (B.3), obtaining
ν(νi − νj)ZAj
∂
∂ZBi
(
ZDj
∂
∂ZDi
)ν−1
, (B.6)
and in the third one, after some manipulations, arriving at
ν
(
ZDj
∂
∂ZDi
)ν (
ZAi
∂
∂ZBi
− ZAj
∂
∂ZBj
)
− ν2
(
ZDj
∂
∂ZDi
)ν−1
ZAj
∂
∂ZBi
. (B.7)
Now it is immediate to check that (B.3) turns into
(ν + νj − νi)
[(
ZDj
∂
∂ZDi
)ν (
ZAi
∂
∂ZBi
− ZAj
∂
∂ZBj
)
− ν
(
ZDj
∂
∂ZDi
)ν−1
ZAj
∂
∂ZBi
]
= 0 , (B.8)
which holds true since ν = νi − νj .
C Action of the Monodromy Matrix on the Seed
We will prove the identity (4.22)
Li(u, vi)CB (JY )AC S(m)k =
{
(u− vi − 1) (JY )AB S(m)k , i = 1, . . . , k
(u− vi) (JY )AB S(m)k , i = k + 1, . . . , n .
(C.1)
In the following we will work with the matrix elements and suppress the arguments of the Li
operators. We start with
Li(u, vi)CB (JY )ACS(m)k =
(
(u− vi)δCB + ZCi
∂
∂ZBi
)( k∑
α=1
Y Aα
∂
∂Y Cα
+ kδAC
)
S(m)k =
= (u− vi)(JY )AB S(m)k + ZCi
∂
∂ZBi
( k∑
α=1
Y Aα
∂
∂Y Cα
+ kδAC
)
S(m)k . (C.2)
We argue that the second summand is trivially zero for i > k, since S(m)k just depends on
Z1, . . . , Zk, whereas it is equal to −(JY )AB S(m)k for i = 1, ..., k. Using the fact that the seed
S(m)k is GL(m + k)-covariant in the same way as Ω(m)n,k is, see [8], we can write the second
summand as
− ZCi
∂
∂ZBi
( k∑
l=1
ZAl
∂
∂ZCl
)
S(m)k . (C.3)
Now we recast the operators acting on Zi into ones acting on the integration variables βαi:
k∑
l=1
ZCi
∂
∂ZBi
ZAl
∂
∂ZCl
=
k∑
l=1
∂
∂ZBi
ZAl Z
C
i
∂
∂ZCl
−
k∑
l=1
ZAl
∂
∂ZBl
, (C.4)
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finally noticing that
ZCi
∂
∂ZCl
S(m)k =
∫
dk·kβ
(detβ)k
Oil δk(m+k)(Y − β · Z) , Oil := βαl
∂
∂βαi
. (C.5)
Suppressing the argument of the δ-function,∫
dk·kβ
(detβ)k
Oil δk(m+k) =
∫
dk·kβ
(
Oil(detβ)−k − [Oil, (detβ)−k]
)
δk(m+k) =
=
∫
dk·kβ
(
∂
∂βαi
βαl − k δil
)
(detβ)−k δk(m+k) + k δil
∫
dk·kβ(detβ)−k δk(m+k) = 0 , (C.6)
where in the first integral we have dropped the total derivative term and in the second one
we used
[Oil, (detβ)−k] = −k (detβ)−k−1[Oil,detβ] = −k δil(detβ)−k ,
since the operator Oil acts on the determinant simply substituting the row i with the row l.
Substituting back all the intermediate results and using again GL(m + k) covariance of the
seed to rewrite the second term in the LHS of (C.4), we readily obtain the desired identity
(C.1).
D Seed Cluster Mutation
Y
1
2
k + 1
3
α˜1
α˜2
α˜k
αk
α3α2
α1
α˜3
Figure 7: On-shell diagram
In this appendix we prove that the seed cluster mutations depicted in Fig. 3 hold true for
any k. We consider the on-shell diagram portrayed in Figure 7 and show that we can cyclically
relabel particles 1, . . . , k + 1 and the diagram evaluates to the same Grassmannian integral.
Using the rules of Figure 1 and solving the δ-functions arising from the trivalent vertices, we
obtain an integral representation involving both α, α˜ and γ, γ˜ variables, respectively associated
to white and black vertices. The latter can be eliminated fixing 2(k − 1) of the GL(1)
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redundancies due to the projective nature of the bosonized twistors running along the internal
lines and we arrive at∫
k∏
a=1
dαa
αa
k∏
a=1
dα˜a
α˜a
∫
dk·kβ
(detβ)k
δk(m+k)(Y − β · C · Z) , (D.1)
where C is a matrix whose entries read C(α˜, α)ai = δaiα˜a + δa,i−1αa. Using the last k GL(1)
redundancies, we can eliminate the α˜ variables too, which yields an even simpler form for C,
namely C(α)ai = δai + δa,i−1αk+1−a. In formulas,
C(α, α˜) =

α˜1 α1
α˜2 α2
. . .
α˜k αk
 −→ C(α) =

1 α1
1 α2
. . .
1 αk
 , (D.2)
resulting in the following expression for the on-shell diagram of Figure 7:∫
k∏
a=1
dαa
αa
∫
dk·kβ
(detβ)k
δk(m+k)(Y − β · C(α) · Z) . (D.3)
We would like to give C an even simpler structure, such that its first k columns form
an identity matrix and only the last one is non-trivial. This is achieved using the following
GL(k) transformation: if A is the square matrix formed by the first k columns of C, then
A−1C = (Ik×k|Fk×1), with F (α)a = (−1)k−aα1...αk+1−a. At this point we change variables
from α’s to c’s, namely ca,k+1 = Fa(α), and from βaj to β
′
ab = (β ·A)ab. Calling M˜i the minor
(i . . . i+ k − 1) of the matrix C˜ = (Ik×k|ca,k+1), we observe that
k∏
a=1
dαa
αa
=
k∏
a=1
dca,k+1
ca,k+1
=
dkc∏k+1
i=1 M˜i
, (D.4)
and we recover the gauge-fixed version of the Grassmannian integral over C already appeared
in (A.3). Following the same steps presented in Appendix A, we can thus bring (D.3) to the
form ∫
dk(k+1)c∏k+1
a=1Ma
δk(m+k)(Y − C · Z) = Ω(m)k+1,k(Y,Z) , (D.5)
which exhibits a manifest cyclic symmetry in Z1, . . . , Zk+1.
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